3-5yrs

Unit: Creation, Creator, Creatives
The Earth is filled with WONDER and change through seasons!

DIGGERS

Week 2

The Earth is filled with God’s love! Psalm 104:24

GH ROOTS
ENRICHMENT

God’s creation is filled with wonder & awe. Children are
naturally attuned to the earth and use their imagination
and senses to explore the world fully. There is so much
beauty in gaining through the perspective our kids have
when it comes to nature. As we engage kids in this series,
may you embrace the world with child-like eyes with
them. Preschoolers may not seem to pick up on these
nuisances but the work we do in GreenHouse is powerful.
You are planting seeds that will develop into roots of
identity, awareness, connection and justice as they grow.
Thank you for being here today!

Week 2: This week we will notice that the Earth changes using seasons as our main
exploration with the lens of asking questions and WONDER! This will set up the next two
weeks when we talk about how WE are God’s creation and that WE go through changes too!

Daily Takeaway
This is the main
idea of the lesson

Daily Verse/Quote/ Mantra
A memorable line that
helps give meaning to the
Daily Takeaway

3-5yrs

Unit: Creation, Creator, Creatives

WELCOME & STATIONS
Supplies: Sensory bins
Free play around the room including our new summer sensory bins! Please
monitor and help kids make wise choices with space, sharing,
and being kind!

CLEAN
UP!

BODY MOVEMENT
Supplies: Youtube folder: GreenHouse Movement
Let’s get the wiggles out so we are ready for our lesson!

LESSON CIRCLE & SNACK
Supplies: I Wonder book
The Earth is filled with WONDER and change through seasons!

Gather kids in a circle and read I Wonder. Pick out scenes that show a change in
season or newness/growth in Earth. Have kids name the four seasons. Which one is
their favorite? What is something you wonder about? God shows us that things
change, grow, and become NEW through the seasons! Nature shows us how
MYSTERIOUS and BIG God is! It’s awesome to WONDER and not know!
(have a volunteer prep snack during the story, eat snack afterward)

Unit: Creation, Creator, Creatives

3-5yrs

CRAFT/ACTIVITY
Closing Activity: Tree Finger Paint
Seasons
Supplies: white, green, pink, orange,
yellow, red finger paint, tree craft
paper
Have 4 stations for the 4 tree
seasons set out. Divide the group
into different trees and have them
create a collaborative art piece. 2nd
services can add to it as well and
hang up on our bulletin board or in
the hallway!

CLEAN UP & YOGA
CosmicKids Yoga in our Youtube folder “GreenHouse Yoga.” Please give tree paper to
take home and do as a family this week!

